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< p > Beijing time on 13 July 2014, ESPN reporter Marc Stein broke the news, body as a free agent Paul - Pierce and wizards is a
about 2 years $11 million contract agreed. Through the nets in a bad season, Pearce chose to continue to drift at the end of
occupation career. The next season he will be wearing the Washington Wizards Jersey game NBA. time back in June 24, 1998,
Pearce in the year of the draft pick in the tenth was selected by the Boston Celtics team, from the start of his long green army career
since then. Pearce technology is comprehensive, scoring ability is strong. First union would emerge. He was selected to the rookie of
the 1998-99 season. 2000 in the early hours of September 25th, Pearce and his teammates in this bar and others have a conflict. In
the event of Pierce was man stabbed 11 knife, the heaviest knife depth of 8 cm, thorn into the lungs, poor 0.25 cm across the heart.
Jean Pierce's career cast a shadow over the matter, but tenacious Pearce quickly restored the body, full blood to return to the NBA
arena. the 2000-2001 season, pierce season total score for 2071, become since 1988 Larry Bird first season scoring more than
2000 Boston Celtics team player; at the same time averaged 25.3 disaggregated eighth in the NBA. He has won the title of "truth"
with a steady play and a good performance at the crucial moment. since 2002, pierce led the Celtics for four consecutive years into
the playoffs, but dumunanzhi, always can't go to the last. Although Pearce's personal performance steadily increased during this
period, but the help of his teammates also let the "truth" feel a little loss. While Pearce in the 2005-06 season to get personal career
field are high 26.8 points and in 2006 won the Celtics team's highest honor Auerbach award, but the team in nearly two years still and
missed the playoffs. 2007 summer Celtic costly trade Ray Allen and Kevin Garnett, pierce and they formed the three giants of the
deterrent alliance. Together with the three - class star, the Celtics have announced the most powerful impact on the championship.
first season three giants gathered, the Celtics invincible. They played in the regular season 66 wins and 16 losses of the league's
best record, becoming a strong opponent of the League of all fear. They cruised through the playoffs. The continuous elimination of
eagles, Knights of James and the pistons, smoothly into the finals, the Lakers joined forces. 2008, NBA finals
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